[Development of a new statistical evaluation method for brain SPECT images].
The purpose of this study was to develop a new statistical evaluation method for Brain SPECT images. First, we made normal brain image databases using 99mTc-ECD and SPECT in 10 normal subjects as described previously. Each SPECT images were globally normalized and anatomically standardized to the standard brain shape using Human Brain Atlas (HBA) of Roland et al. and each subject's X-CT. Then, mean and SD images were calculated voxel by voxel. For the next step, 99mTc-ECD SPECT images of a patient were obtained, and global normalizing and anatomical standardization were performed as the same way. Then, a statistical map was calculated as following voxel by voxel; (P-Mean)/SD x 10 + 50, where P, Mean and SD indicate voxel value of patient, mean and SD images of normal databases, respectively. We found this statistical map was helpful for clinical diagnosis of brain SPECT studies.